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Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR), a highly sensitive
method of measuring gene expression, is widely used in biomedical research. To produce reliable results, it is essential to use stably expressed
reference genes (RGs) for data normalization so that sample-to-sample
variation can be controlled. In this study, we examine the effect of different RGs on statistical efficiency by analyzing a qPCR data set that contains 12 target genes and 3 RGs. Our results show that choosing the most
stably expressed RG for data normalization does not guarantee reduced
variance or improved statistical efficiency. We also provide a formula
for determining when data normalization will improve statistical efficiency and hence increase the power of statistical tests in data analysis.
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Accurate normalization is essential for
eliminating sample-to-sample variation
and getting reliable results from quantitative PCR (qPCR) experiments (1). To
date, the most frequently used method for
normalization relies on the expression of
an internal reference gene (RG). In theory,
this method ensures that all of the steps
in a qPCR experiment are controlled (2).
However, there is a stringent requirement
that the chosen RG be expressed at a
relatively constant level regardless of experimental conditions. Previous studies have
shown that the expression of many widely
used RGs, including glyceraldehyde-
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It is recommended that the geometric
mean of at least three RGs be used as a
normalization factor (10). NormFinder
allows direct estimation of expression
variation of RGs using a model-based
approach (11). These packages are
powerful tools for selecting RGs based
on expression stability.
However, in our experience normalization does not always reduce variation,
even when the least variable RG is chosen.
In this study, we investigated if and when
data normalization could reduce variation
by computing and comparing relative
statistical efficiency (RSE), a ratio of
two variances (variance with and without
normalization), under different choices
of RGs. The RSE not only provides a
direct comparison between two variances
but is also a good indicator of statistical
power in qPCR data analysis (12).
Our data are from the interim analysis
of a Phase I cancer prevention study
(NCT01465776; http://clinicaltrials.
gov) in which black raspberries (BRBs)
were administered to oral cancer patients
and molecular biomarkers of oral carcinogenesis were assessed for transcriptional
changes (13). Pre-validated TaqMan Gene
Expression Assays and Gene Expression
Master Mix (Life Technologies Applied
Biosystems; Grand Island, NY) were
used to generate triplicate qRT-PCR data
using an Applied Biosystems 7500 System
and SDS software following the manufacturer’s instructions. The goal of the study
is to identify target genes by comparing
the mRNA expression of 12 genes in
tumor tissues before treatment and after
treatment. Three different putative RGs
were included in the qPCR experiments
for normalization.
We computed estimates of RSE for
the treatment effect (i.e., the change in
mean expression) of BRBs, as:

3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH),
β-actin (ACTB), and ribosomal subunit
18S, does not remain unchanged across
tissue types and treatment conditions
(3–7). Consequently, the identification
of more stably expressed endogenous RGs
has been recommended for normalization
(8, 9).
Many software packages are available
for selecting RGs, including geNorm
and NormFinder. With geNorm, a genestability measure, which is used to rank
candidate RGs, is calculated for each RG
based on its pairwise expression ratios
with all other RGs in the group, (10).

RSE (Normalized Data, Raw Data) = VarR
VarN

[Eq. 1]
where VarR and VarN denote the variance
of the difference in mean expression
(posttreatment mean – pretreatment
mean) calculated from the raw and
normalized data, respectively. RSEs were
calculated for each RG and a normalization factor equal to the geometric mean

Method summary:
Choosing the most stably expressed RG for data normalization does not guarantee reduced variance or improved statistical
efficiency. We provide a formula for determining when data normalization will improve statistical efficiency and hence
increase the power of statistical tests in data analysis.
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Table 1. Relative statistical efficiencies: normalized Cq relative to raw Cq.
Gene ID

DUSP1

GAPDH

18S

NFa

1

5.08

10.40

11.98

16.64

2

0.26

0.12

0.16

0.16

3

3.98

1.44

2.19

2.33

4

16.06

9.75

6.36

14.07

5

1.80

2.16

3.28

2.77

6

2.62

2.13

2.87

2.93

7

14.24

6.09

3.99

7.36

8

8.66

5.48

9.49

14.02

9

3.46

1.40

1.98

2.10

10

3.76

6.75

6.00

7.22

11

0.78

0.32

0.37

0.39

12

4.99

4.95

4.94

6.56

NF: normalization factor; calculated as the geometric mean of DUSP1, GAPDH, and 18S.

a

of the three RGs. An RSE >1 indicates
that variance was reduced (i.e., statistical
efficiency was improved) through normalization.
The estimated RSEs are summarized in
Table 1. RSEs were >1 for all genes except
genes 2 and 11. This indicates that normalization reduced variation (or improved
statistical efficiency) for most of the genes.
Interestingly, for genes 2 and 11 all RSEs
were <1, which means that the variances
of the differences in the estimated means
increased after normalization (VarN >
VarR). This unusual finding is due to the
following property:
Property 1: Normalization increases the
variance of the estimated treatment effect if

[Eq. 2]

where X i is the raw Cq value for gene
of interest i and Hj is the raw Cq value
for RG j, ρ ij is the correlation between
X i and Hj , and Var(X i) and Var(Hj) are
the variances of the raw Cq values for the
gene of interest and the RG, respectively
(see Supplementary Material for proof).
In Table 2, estimates of the correlations ρ ij , the variances of the raw differences, and the Pij values are provided
for one RG (DUSP1). Not surprisingly,
Equation 2 was satisfied only by genes
2 and 11 due to the small variances of
the raw Cq values of these genes. The
correlation ρ ij was smaller than Pij only
for genes 2 and 11.
Our results show that, for the most
part, normalization using RGs decreased
the variance of the average change in
expression and thus increased statistical efficiency and statistical power.
However, the results for genes 2 and

Table 2. A demonstration of Property 1 using DUSP1.
ρij

Pij

VarRa

1

0.90

0.44

34.39

2

0.87

1.39

3.43

3

0.94

0.66

15.29

4

0.97

0.50

26.94

Gene ID

5

0.67

0.35

53.89

6

0.82

0.54

23.09

7

0.97

0.46

31.88

8

0.94

0.49

27.52

9

0.93

0.65

15.54

10

0.86

0.41

39.78

11

0.88

0.96

7.28

12

0.90

0.41

40.47

VarR: variance of the difference in raw mean expression.
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11 demonstrated that when Property 1
holds, normalization can increase the
variance of the estimated treatment
effect and hence reduce statistical
efficiency. This occurred even with the
most stable RG in this study, 18S, which
was expressed with the least variability
across experimental conditions. In
addition, using the geometric mean of
the three RGs as a normalization factor
did not solve the problem of increased
variance (Table 1). Therefore, Property
1 needs to be considered both in the
design of the experiment (14) and when
selecting RGs, since under certain conditions normalization could increase
variation and lead to decreased statistical efficiency (or decreased statistical
power).
To our knowledge, this is the first
study to examine the effects of the
choice of RGs on statistical efficiency.
Furthermore, we present a formula for
determining when normalization will
reduce variance, resulting in improved
statistical efficiency on an individual
gene investigational basis. It is clear
that the correlations between and
variances of the expression levels of
the RGs and the target genes need to
be considered, since an unfortunate
combination of these parameters can
lead to increased variation, making
normalization pointless. Therefore,
in addition to selecting RGs based
on their expression stability, it is also
important to examine Property 1 (which
can be easily computed using statistical
software or in Microsoft Excel) when
selecting RGs to avoid losing statistical
power in qPCR data analysis.
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